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and even in blood stream. For the past years, it has been
allegedly one of the main causes of stroke and other heart
diseases. Inversively, cholesterol found not associated
with the numerous counts of cancer and other chronic
diseases [6]. However, it is already shown and proved
that cholesterol was related to stroke and even heart
diseases. It happens when the cholesterol counts were too
high because of blood vessels clogging [7].
With this, medical therapy had been introduced to
lower the cholesterol of an individual. Lowering
cholesterol become an important succession in preventing
or an alternative treatment for coronary heart diseases [8].
A precautionary solution is better rather than curing a
disease when already present, that is why Philippines
taking action on removing goods or products that made
the cholesterol counts grow to avoid severe problem [4].
Data mining already shown its power on predicting
scheme and events through data analysis. Classification is
a data mining technique that is famous in discovering
knowledge on different fields such as crime, health,
academic performance, etc. [9]. Furthermore, effectivity
of medical record or database in providing new
knowledge for precautionary uses was already proven
through the use of classification algorithm in data mining
[10]. These showed that through the use of classification
algorithm in data mining, an accurate and usable
knowledge or patterns in medical records will be possible.
Also, with the used of this algorithm a prescription to
avoid severe or worst events will be observe [11].
Moreover, lot of activity in discovering knowledge,
patterns and model development conducted. Therefore, it
is concluded that classification algorithm shows a very
promising results in creating decision-making
frameworks based on the knowledge provided through
data mining process [12].
This paper aims to discover knowledge an input to
precautionary program to lessen the severity in
cholesterol-based diseases implementing classification
algorithm in data mining.

Abstract—Non-communicable Disease (NCD) is the most
common illness that kills Filipinos for the past years.
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) which is a common cause
of narrowing blood vessels, is the deadliest NCD in the
Philippines that caught the attention of many studies in the
field of medicine. A classification algorithm is a famous tool
for discovering knowledge in databases. This paper aims to
discover knowledge on the cholesterol record and its
behavior for decision making. The paper showed that
Decision Tree gives a favorable result in terms of model
development for classifying cholesterol status with high
confidence on its accuracy. Based on the results of the study,
females with high cholesterol are greater than males for
ages between 29-30, whereas, persons at the age of 70 shows
low cholesterol level. The variation of cholesterol level has
been observed for the month of March and May.
Index Terms—stroke, cardiovascular,
learning, decision tree, decision making
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INTRODUCTION

Ischemic heart disease or coronary artery disease was
the most common deadliest disease around the globe
followed by stroke which accounts 15.2 million deaths in
combination for only a year [1]. Coronary Artery Disease
(CAD) ascends when blood vessels are having a hard
time in supplying blood to heart cause of narrowing. On
the other hand, stroke occurs when the supply of blood to
the brain is congested or interrupted [2], [3].
In the Philippines, Non-communicable Disease (NCD)
kills more Filipino annually than any other diseases
which accounts 300,000 lives in the country. NCD
includes heart disease, stroke, cancer, diabetes and other
chronic diseases that affect lungs and airways [4]. As of
April 2017, CAD is the deadliest disease which kills
87,881 Filipino yearly followed by hypertension and
stroke which takes 63,261 lives or 12.14% cause of death
yearly. This is the reason why CAD is so called silent
epidemic of some medical experts and institution [5].
Moreover, both in the world and Philippines statistics,
deadliest diseases concern on the blood circulation [1].
Cholesterol is a fatty substance found in particular
parts of human body such as nerve fibre, bodily organs

II. RELATED WORK
Medical-related information were huge in form which
provide too much vagueness in analysis. Through its
feature complexity, pattern or knowledge extraction in
medical data repository provides impediments [13].
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The study focused on recognizing new knowledge and
look up the patterns present in the cholesterol records.
Furthermore, they have done common experiments in
data mining and take advantage the usage of
classification algorithm and test its accuracy. Fig. 1
shows the architecture on how the knowledge will be
extracted to the dataset. Through the use of Fig. 1,
rigorous experiments are conducted in securing and
validating the model as well as the knowledge that would
be provided at the end of the study.

However, application of data mining techniques in
medical prediction impart power to human the capability
to learn patterns on medical record that can be used in
anticipating what may come in the future to particular
patient [14].
Classification in data mining is the process of making
prediction through analyzing patterns found on the past
data or instances in a set [13], [14]. Algorithms included
in classification method of data mining showed an
auspicious result in predicting and/or classifying heart
attack in Africa [15]. These algorithms have different
process or strategies in medical records prediction which
is why accuracy of the same algorithm may vary
depending on what kind of dataset was used. In diabetes
records, it is found that decision tree provides a higher
accuracy among single machine learning algorithm [16].
Models that were being produced by classification
algorithm is a big help not only to the medical experts but
to the community itself. These models impart knowledge
to the scientist or researchers that can be used to
enlighten individuals on what may happen and how to
avoid it [17].
Machine learning algorithm specifically supervised
learning, shown an effective way of predicting heart
disease. Accuracy in classifying or predicting
cardiovascular disease range up-to almost perfect
confidence particularly support vector machine, artificial
neural network and trees [18]. Results and findings
provided through classification algorithm were already
presented to different medical experts to validate its
accuracy. After various validation, it is proven that
knowledge produced by these algorithms were effective
and reliable in both technical and intellectual used [19].
Past works or researches proved that classification
algorithm and data mining contributes vital information
regarding health condition and how it can be preanalyzed through prediction. Classification algorithm in
data mining is an accurate tool to have knowledge on
what may occur in the future through pattern recognition.
Researchers, academician and other medical experts take
advantage of its power [20].

A. Data Gathering
In the Philippines, it is a big challenge to gather real
medical data occurrence because of the confidentiality
issues. It will take time for a particular researcher to have
a dataset of medical results, communication letter and
further appointment to medical laboratory or clinic and
too much patience is needed. In this paper, cholesterol
record of Filipinos from 2016-2017 was used as the
dataset. It was the result of laboratory examination of
random individuals in the Philippines who lives in the
same municipality.
B. Data Preprocessing
The gathered dataset was consisted of one thousand
and twelve (1,012) instances with nine (9) attributes. The
first step done was removing all the null values or those
attributes which do not have value. Dataset attributes are
converted to lowercase. All the unnecessary values are
also removed such as white space and other special
characters. These are all part of the famous noise removal
on dataset which is being followed in knowledge
discovery. Furthermore, attributes were also being
vectorized to have a clearer and satisfying results.
Vectorizing the data is also suggestive for some of the
classifiers only read numeric values. The activity helps
the algorithm to had a more confidence in classifying.
In feature selection, attributes are first categorized to
find which among them have the same meaning. Upon
identifying, one attribute is selected to retain among the
clustered data and removed the rest. Example; in the
dataset gathered by the researchers, Birthdate and Age are
both present, since both the attributes have the same
quantity in terms of evaluating, therefore, one of it is
chosen to remove and retain the other one. In the end of
this process, all the attributes that can significantly give a
contribution to the prediction or developing the model are
chosen.

III. KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION PROCESS
Data Gathering

C. Building and Training Model
To build and train the model, the dataset is divided into
two parts, namely, train set and test set. Train set is the
80% of the overall number of the data whereas test set is
the remaining 20%. It was partitioned through stratified
sampling to avoid biases. Five different well-known
classification algorithms were used to build and train the
dataset. Namely, decision tree, k-NN, naïve bayes, neural
network and random forest.

Data Preprocessing

Building and Training Model

Prediction Evaluation
Visualization and Knowledge Extraction

D. Prediction Evaluation
All the five-classification algorithms were evaluated
by the researchers to have a clear result on which among

Figure 1. Knowledge extraction architecture
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the five was the most reliable one in extracting
knowledge. They were evaluated based on their accuracy,
precision, recall and kappa.
Confusion matrix is used to determine the
classification confidence and correctness of the model.
Fig. 2 shows the variables included in confusion matrix.
TP or true positive, FP which false positive, FN false
positive and TN is true negative.

recall 

TP
TP  FN

TP
precision 
TP  FP

As observed on Table I, the attributes were down to
only eight. The next Table II was done after partitioning
the dataset into two parts; the train and test set. It is
shown that the total instances were down to only one
thousand and two, it happens after the researchers
removed those attributes that are null.
TABLE II.
Labels

(1)

Normal
High
Total

(2)

TRAIN AND TEST SET

Train Set
Number of Instance
362
440
802

Test Set
Number of Instances
90
110
200

In model development, it is vital to check or evaluate
the accuracy of the algorithm that the developer wants to
use. Fig. 3 reflects the accuracy that was garnered by five
different classification algorithms used by the researchers
in training the dataset. Since the dataset is on field of
medicine, it is mandatory that the accuracy of the
classifier or classification algorithm to used will garner at
least 85% accuracy rating.
Fig. 3 displayed that Neural Network, Random Forest
and Decision Tree were prevailing classification
algorithms among the chosen classifiers in terms of
predicting cholesterol level using the dataset.
Nevertheless, Decision Tree withstand the Random
Forest which has 98.70% accuracy rating and Neural
Network which gained 98.20% accuracy rating, garnering
a total accuracy of 98.80% which is an almost perfect
score.

Figure 2. Confusion matrix

E. Visualization and Knowledge Extraction
The researchers analyzed the dataset through
visualization based on the predictive result after the
model training. Furthermore, new given data were
scrutinized to have a new knowledge that can be used in
more substantial event including decision making.
Knowledge extracted was also used to have a data-driven
reasoning and recommendation.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results and findings of the
study based on the knowledge extracted in the dataset.
A. Model Development
The researchers finalized the attributes that need to be
included on developing the model. Some of the instances
are even removed due to value absences. Table I is the
representation of the dataset that had been provided by
the researchers after conducting preprocessing and
feature extraction.
TABLE I.
Attribute
Age
Sex
Test Date
SI_Triglycerides
(mmol/L)
SI_Fasting (mmol/L)
SI_Creatinine
(umol/L)
SI_Cholesterol
(mmol/L)
Cholesterol

Figure 3. Classification algorithm’s accuracy

Accuracy on this result may be deceiving, so it is
necessary to check the correctness of the algorithm in
terms of prediction. This will also be the parameter to
further evaluate the reliability of the model since they
almost have the same accuracy rating. The researchers
check the kappa of each classifiers to strengthen its first
result which is the accuracy. Fig. 4 shows the kappa of
each classifier, wherein, the top three algorithms are
Decision Tree, Random Forest and Neural Network.
Decision tree still outstand among the classifiers having a
total score of 0.976.
Moreover, Random Forest comes after with 0.974 and
in third position is Neural Network which has a 0.964
kappa score. Since kappa shows the correctness of
prediction, it is necessary to say that every number no
matter how small it is, was indeed counts.

PREPROCESSED DATASET
Description
Shows the age of the patient.
Shows the sex of the patient.
The date when the patient undergone test.
Count of triglycerides.
Count of Fasting.
Count of creatinine.
Count of cholesterol.
Doctor’s remark on patient’s cholesterol
level.
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Classification tree is converted to table which is more
understandable for decision analysis in decision making.
Table IV is the representation of Decision Tree model. It
shows that most of the criteria or pattern that the model
was considering are test date and age. This must be a big
consideration in visualizing the dataset to produce
knowledge.
TABLE IV.

If
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) < 4.95
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Age < 29
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date < Oct 25
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date > Oct 25 and
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) < 5.25
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date > Oct 25 and
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 5.25 and Age < 65 and
SI_Cholesterol < 64.50 and SI_Fasting < 4.050
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date > Oct 25 and
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 5.25 and Age < 65 and
SI_Cholesterol < 64.50 and SI_Fasting > 4.050 and
SI_Triglycerides < 0.55
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date > Oct 25 and
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 5.25 and Age < 65 and
SI_Cholesterol < 64.50 and SI_Fasting > 4.050 and
SI_Triglycerides > 0.55
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date > Oct 25 and
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 5.25 and Age < 65 and
SI_Cholesterol > 5.65
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 4.95 and Test Date > Oct 25 and
SI_Cholesterol(mmol/L) > 5.25 and Age > 65

Figure 4. Classification algorithm’s Kappa

The accuracy and kappa results only showed that
Decision Tree was the most promising classification
algorithm for this research work. It only means that
Decision Tree was the one used by the researchers to
developed or extract knowledge on cholesterol records.
Furthermore, as part of model development and
prediction evaluation, Table III was included on this
paper to show the confusion matrix after training using
Decision Tree.
Confusion matrix includes the Precision, Recall, true
class and true predicted data. As observed on Table III,
the confidence in classifying normal cholesterol level
based on the recall is 98.55% with 542 true positive
instances while 97.66% in precision. On the other hand,
predicted high level cholesterol was 439 true positive
instances which is 97.12% in recall and 98.21% in
precision. Despite of its variance in classifying
cholesterol level, it still clearly shown that Decision Tree
as classification algorithm is pretty impressive in
classifying this kind of dataset.
TABLE III.

pred. Normal
pred. High
class Recall

DECISION TREE MODEL CONFUSION MATRIX
true Normal
542
8
98.55%

true High
13
439
97.12%

DECISION TREE MODEL

class Precision
97.66%
98.21%

Fig. 5 is the representation of the data in form of tree
which is more readable for analyzing cholesterol behavior.

Then
Normal
High
High
High
High

Normal

High

High
High

B. Cholesterol Visualization and Knowledge Extraction
This part is included to take advantage of visualizing
the behavior of data in different patterns through graphs
and diagrams.
The researchers first visualize the stationary activity of
the cholesterol level according to when it was tested.
Through, Fig. 6, it is observed that the highest rate of
cholesterol was found between the months of March and
May. In contrast, the lowest rate of cholesterol was found
on the month of May. Moreover, the rate of cholesterol
during November and July has almost the same value.
Overall, the behavior of cholesterol through times is
unpredictable.

Figure 6. Stationary data of cholesterol through the months

Accordingly, it is vital to have knowledge on the
behavior of the cholesterol rate based on the age of the

Figure 5. Classification tree
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patient. Based on the data visualized by the researchers, it
is shown on Fig. 7 that most of the patients that have a
high cholesterol value nested in ages between 25 and 30
years old while those who have a very low rate of
cholesterol is in ages between 75 and 80 years old.

four classification algorithm such as k-NN, Naïve Bayes,
Neural Network and Random Forest.
The researchers discovered that the highest cholesterol
count can be found from the month of March to May.
Furthermore, ages 25 to 30, normally have a greater
number of cholesterol while age 70 has a very low count.
With an acceptable predicting score of 0.575, it is also
found that females were more prone on high cholesterol
rate rather than males. The researchers would also like to
pass this study to the municipality of Los Baňos to take
advantage of the knowledge that has been discovered.
The result of this paper can be used for strategic planning
and intelligent reasoning.
Classification algorithm must be maximized to have a
more significant knowledge like forecasting. Time series
both classification and regression must be done on other
medical reports to have a better knowledge that can be
used to a more significant scheme. A model of
cholesterol report must also be done and integrated to any
other analytical system to have a more effective and
efficient local government computer system.

Figure 7. Cholesterol rate based on patient’s age
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Since it is one of the attributes that is unique in the
dataset, the researchers checked the distribution of Sex in
terms of predicted cholesterol status. Through the use of
Fig. 8, it is found that the female has the greater number
of patients who have the high cholesterol status with a
predicting confidence of 0.575 while the male has better
number of patients with normal cholesterol status.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Non-communicable disease is the most common
deathliest disease in the world. NCD kills Filipinos for
the past years as per to the existing researches or study.
One of the most common NCD which kills an individual
is coronary artery disease. One of the main causes of
CAD is narrowing of blood vessels.
Classification algorithms were well-known in
knowledge discovery. Based on the experiments done by
the researchers, it is found that Decision Tree is an
effective classification algorithm in knowledge discovery
for cholesterol report. Having a very promising result on
prediction accuracy, Decision Tree withstand the other
© 2020 J. Adv. Inf. Technol.
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